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Wish you could take gorgeous photos? Now you can with these Tips, Tricks & Secrets to looking

you best in every photograph!It's time to stop being jealous of your friend who never takes a bad

photo and start learning how to look like a cover girl yourself! Besides getting a killer profile shot,

maybe you are a young girl interested in modeling, a bride preparing for photos on your big day, a

mother wanting to capture a special image with your new baby or kids, a single girl signing up for a

dating site, or a professional in need of a headshot. All of these occasions are moments when you

want an image that will make you proud.Face This will uncover the secret to doing this beautifully

and put you well on your way to looking better in every photograph. There are plenty of books out

there for photographers, but Face This is written for YOU - the girl who wants to know what to do in

front of the camera to guarantee a beautiful shot - where to look, what to wear, which way to do your

makeup, how to disguise unflattering features. Learn what real models, professional photographers,

and makeup artists use to create amazing photographs!
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As my 30th birthday nears, I found that I was still painting myself up as if I were still 16. I needed



some guidance, badly, and I got a great send off on my journey with this book. Its great for women

who are finally being introduced to new modern ways to look good. Until I read it I had no idea I had

an oval face, I mean I never thought of it as oval. I learned more about my skins needs and ways to

protect it amid all the things done to make it more presentable. I got wise to some interesting tricks

that I have been able to integrate into my routine and wonderful tips on how to be lovely in photos. It

is a very helpful book and if I had the cash I would buy it for all my friends still stuck in 1999.love to

you alland peace

This book is great! It offers easy (and really cheap - or free) solutions to take your best photo ever.

I've been in the beauty/modeling world for over 15 years and I learned lots of new things. By making

small changes suggested in the book, people are really noticing something is different. And the

shaving tips (not your legs!) make a HUGE difference!

This book was well written and impressive for a first-time author. Goodstein has a positive, down to

earth attitude that is encouraging. She's put a lot of thought and personal experience into each

chapter. She helps you to be aware of important factors such as: hair, make up, lighting, facial

expression and body positioning. Her instruction is easy to understand and the book includes

helpful photographs to illustrate her points. She even has a few interesting tips that are usually not

discussed in beauty magazines! It's a good read for anyone wanting to improve their photogenic

quality or understand the basics of digital photography! I'm ready for my close-up!

I love this book so much. First of all, who doesn't want to know the secrets from the faces we admire

on a daily basis? Shelley's down to earth approach gives you a step by step guide on how to get the

look that you want not only in pictures but your day to day life. She leads you on the journey to

embrace your "gorgeousness" from the inside out. I love getting the "inside scoop" on how models

get their flawless look. There are sooo many great ideas in this book from determining your face

shape by using your lipstick and a mirror to creating your "go-to" pose for photographs !! Congrats

Shelley... you have reminded us that true beauty does come from within but you have also shown

us how to take the gifts God gave us and make the most of them !!

This comprehensive but easy to read beauty book offers simple tips and suggestions for taking a

great photo. The author writes with a personal tone and with focus on the importance of capturing

one's inner, natural beauty. As a mother of three daughters, I will definitely suggest they read this



book. Whether you are 14 or 40+, you will find useful advice that can yield long-term, positve

effects.
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